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Abstract
In many modern data management scenarios, we encounter tasks, operations or com-
putational phases that are data-intensive where the sheer volume of data proves to be
overwhelming to handle and becomes a performance bottleneck. For data-intensive
tasks, the bottleneck is data loading, where the cost of loading data into memory is more
significant than the cost of actual computation. For data-intensive shuffling, the bot-
tleneck is data transfer, where intermediate data are scattered and shuffled for further
processing. This thesis addresses two data-intensive scheduling problems: (1) multi-
processor scheduling for data-intensive tasks to reduce redundant data loading; (2) re-
ducer scheduling for data-intensive shuffling to reduce redundant data communication.
For data-intensive tasks, we focus on workloads with precedence constraints of data
dependencies, which are common in various applications such as data analytics and
ETL processing. These workloads are often known in advance, are presented as directed
acyclic graphs (DAG), and are data-intensive and sensitive to cache misses. We solve the
problem of scheduling DAGs of data-intensive tasks on multiple processors or machines,
in order to minimize execution time. To do so, we propose scheduling algorithms that
take cache misses into account. Simulations and an experimental evaluation using a
Spark cluster demonstrate the advantages of our solutions in terms of workload com-
pletion time.
For data-intensive shuffling, we focus on MapReduce-style processing. Communi-
cation overhead is incurred in the Shuffle stage which sends intermediate results from
mappers to reducers. We solve this problem: given a collection of mapper outputs (in-
termediate key-value pairs) and a partitioning of this collection among the reducers,
which node should each reducer run on to minimize data transfer? We reduce two nat-
ural formulations of this problem to optimization problems for which polynomial solu-
tions exist. We show that our techniques can cut communication costs by 50 percent or
more compared to Hadoop’s default reducer placement, which leads to lower network
utilization and faster MapReduce job runtimes.
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In the era of Big Data, many modern data management scenarios consist of tasks, op-
erations and phases that are data-intensive. By data-intensive, we mean that for such
tasks or operations, the sheer volume of data proves to be overwhelming to handle and
becomes a performance bottleneck. Data-intensive operations can be of different gran-
ularities and levels in a modern data processing paradigm, and in this thesis we study
two important aspects of them.
One important aspect is data-intensive tasks. These tasks can be very costly and com-
monly observed in OLAP workload, ETL process and hybrid transactional and analytical
processing [51, 64]. The major bottleneck here is data loading, where the cost of loading
data into memory is more significant than the cost of actual computation. More im-
portantly, these tasks often emerge with data dependencies and precedence constraints,
making them more complex to manage. Therefore, scheduling such DAGs of tasks fo-
cuses on reducing redundant data loading.
Now we consider data-intensive scheduling from a higher level of data processing
frameworks and paradigms. Take MapReduce-style system for example, they have be-
come the standard for big data processing in distributed environments. Flowing through
a MapReduce-style paradigm, data shuffling becomes the most data-intensive opera-
tional phase in such modern frameworks, where intermediate data are scattered among
geographically distributed servers and need to be shuffled to the corresponding servers
for further processing (e.g. Reduce function). This data shuffling can lead to network
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congestion and poor performance. Therefore, scheduling of data-intensive shuffling
aims at reducing data communication.
With these problems in mind, this thesis addresses the scheduling problems in data-
intensive task as well as data-intensive shuffling, with the goal to alleviate the impact of
big data. Next we introduce and motivate the two problems separately in more details.
1.1.1 Multi-processor Scheduling of Data-intensive Tasks
In modern data management scenarios, we encounter tasks that are data-intensive, which
means that their data loading cost (i.e., time spent to bring data into memory) is higher
than the subsequent computation cost (i.e., time spent for the actual processing). This
has been observed and documented in the literature in recent years [51, 64] for OLAP
workloads, ETL processes, and hybrid transactional and analytical processing.
For a concrete example, we present the results of a Spark SQL test for cold and hot
runs of three queries (we describe the experimental setup in detail in Section 2.4). For
cold runs, a data-intensive query directly reads base tables, where data has to be loaded
from disk (HDFS) into memory; for hot runs, the same query works on materialized
views (RDD) that are just created and loaded, so hot runs have the required data in
memory. Of the three queries, Q1 is a COUNT(*) query, Q2 is a INSERT INTO query to
fetch data into a new table, and Q3 is a more complex data-intensive query Q21 from
TPC-DS (shown in the snippet below), all using a TPC-DS benchmark dataset. Q3 com-
putes the percentage change in inventory in a specified time period for items whose
price was changed on a given date. As shown in Table 1.1, the hot vs. cold gap can
range from around 10x to 700x. This performance gap can be attributed to disk I/O and
de-serialization [58], highlighting the data-intensive nature of data analytics tasks.
Listing 1.1: Snippet: TPC-DS Query Q21
s e l e c t ∗ from
( s e l e c t w warehouse name , i i t em id ,
sum( case when ( cas t ( d date as date ) <
cas t ( ’ 1998−04−08 ’ as date ) )
then inv quant i ty on hand e lse 0 end ) as inv before ,
sum( case when ( cas t ( d date as date ) >=
cas t ( ’ 1998−04−08 ’ as date ) )
then inv quant i ty on hand e lse 0 end ) as i n v a f t e r
from inventory , warehouse , item , date dim
2
where i c u r r e n t p r i c e between 0 .99 and 1 .49
and i i t em sk = inv i tem sk
and inv warehouse sk = w warehouse sk
and inv da te sk = d date sk
and d date between date1 and date2
group by w warehouse name , i i t e m i d ) x
where ( case when inv be fore > 0
then i n v a f t e r / inv be fore e lse null end )
between 2 . 0/3 . 0 and 3 . 0/2 . 0





Table 1.1: Data-intensive queries: hot vs. cold runtimes.
Moreover, we often encounter workloads consisting of a set of data-intensive tasks
that are known in advance. For instance in Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) pipelines,
before loading a dataset into database, data passes through a predefined workflow of
operations for data cleansing and normalization. Another example is in data warehous-
ing and data analytics, where view maintenance involves updating a hierarchy of views
which are defined beforehand.
The above use cases follow a pattern: new data arrives and needs to be ingested peri-
odically, and a predefined set of operations are re-executed to process the new batch of
data (e.g., to refresh materialized views or to pre-process raw data). It is critical to fin-
ish these DAGs (directed acyclic graphs) of queries/tasks as soon as possible so that the
system will be able to accommodate the next batch of data. Sequencing such tasks then
becomes a significant problem because some sequences may incur more cache misses
than others, leading to a longer execution time1. Therefore, by optimizing the scheduling
of such data-intensive tasks, we aim to minimize completion time, which consequently
translates into reducing the possibility of cache misses - we identify this problem as the
bottleneck for these data-intensive workloads.
1In this thesis, we use the word cache to refer to different levels of in-memory storage for different use
cases, not exclusively SRAM cache memory. In this case, we are referring to RAM memory for multi-core
and multiprocessor servers.
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Traditional scheduling strategies often assume that the execution times (or estimates)
of tasks are known in advance. However, in our problem, it is not practical to assume the
knowledge of execution times. In modern data centers with multiple tenants and shared
resource allocation, it may not be possible to determine what is in the cache at any given
moment in time. Instead, in this work, we only assume a LRU-based caching strategy
where the longer the wait, the slimmer the chance of data remaining in the cache, but
we do not assume the knowledge of execution times. Therefore, it becomes infeasible to
apply existing multiprocessor DAG scheduling strategies that require task runtimes.
Furthermore, the availability of multi-core processors in modern data analytics and
ETL systems also present challenges, aside from the computation capacity boost. In this
setting, each core can take up one task, with shared memory and CPU cache (L2 and
above) available. Therefore, how to load balance among the tasks becomes a problem,
and it is not obvious which ordering of the tasks among the cores will strike a balance
between load and locality to reduce the completion time of the workload.
There has been previous work on data-intensive scheduling to produce a serial sched-
ule for a single thread or machine [8]. We call this problem Serial Data-Intensive Schedul-
ing (SDIS). Given a DAG of tasks with data dependencies, SDIS finds an ordering of the
tasks that obeys the precedence constraints given by the DAG and reduces the possibility
of cache misses. However, it remains unanswered how to solve this scheduling problem
in the modern distributed multi-core setting since modern data management infrastruc-
ture is not serial. That is the problem we address in this thesis - the Multi-Processor
Data-Intensive Scheduling (MPDIS) problem for a DAG of data-intensive tasks. The
added complexity comes from (1) the additional search space for a schedule because
of additional processors/cores; (2) the load balancing requirement that is omitted from
SDIS.
Example: Consider the DAG of tasks in Figure 1.1, with edges showing data depen-
dencies (for example, the data output of task zero becomes the data input to task 3).
Assume each task produces an output of unit size. Suppose for each of the six tasks, the
computation cost (hot runtime) is one time unit while the loading cost of one data unit is
ten time units. Assume the cache can hold up to two data items at the same time. Figure
1.2 shows two possible schedules for two processors (PU1 and PU2) and plots them on
a time axis. The figure also shows the contents of the cache at various points in time.
For both schedules, there will be cache misses for items 0 and 1 since the cache is
initially empty. For the first schedule, S1, at timestamp 11, tasks 0 and 1 finish, and both
of their outputs are in the cache. Task 2 is started on processor 2. Task 3 has to wait
for task 2 to finish because its input is the output of task 2. Task 3 takes one time unit
4
Figure 1.1: Example DAG 1.
because the data needed for task 2, namely the data output of task 1, is in the cache. At
timestamp 12, when task 2 is finished, task 3 and task 5 are started. The output of task
2 is in the cache, evicting the output of task 0 according to the LRU policy. Thus, now
the cache holds the outputs of tasks 1 and 2. This means that task 3 causes a cache miss
for item 0, and finishes at time 23, while task 5 finishes earlier at time 13 (because its
input, which was the output of task 2, was in the cache). At this time, the cache holds
the outputs of tasks 0 and 2. Thus, task 4 causes a cache miss for item 1, and therefore
finishes at time 34.
In schedule S2, when tasks 0 and 1 terminate, tasks 2 and 4 can run hot because their
input (the output of task 1) is in the cache. When tasks 2 and 4 are done, the cache now
contains the output of task 2 (which evicts the output of 0) and the output of task 1 (note
that task 4 does not produce any output for use by subsequent tasks). This means that
task 5 runs hot, but task 3 incurs a cache miss because it requires the output of task
0. Note that schedule S2 incurs fewer cache misses and has a shorter completion time,
highlighting the need for a scheduling strategy for data intensive workloads.
In this thesis, we present scheduling techniques for the MPDIS problem for a DAG
of tasks. Assuming a LRU-style cache, the intuition behind our solutions is: the longer
a data item stays in the cache, the more likely it is to be evicted; so, when a data item
is fetched into the cache, we should run tasks that require this data item as soon as
possible. In other words, we want to minimize the distance in the schedule (i.e., the
number of other tasks scheduled) between tasks sharing the same data input.
5
Figure 1.2: Two schedules for Example DAG 1 on 2 processors and cache states (e.g. 01
means the double-unit cache holds item 0 and 1).
1.1.2 Reducer Scheduling for Data-intensive Shuffling
With the explosion of data volume, velocity and variety, MapReduce has become the
standard for big data processing in distributed environments, with Apache Hadoop [1]
being the most popular implementation. Hadoop achieves parallelism by scheduling
Map tasks (mappers) and Reduce tasks (reducers) over distributed data storage across a
cluster of servers.
In MapReduce-style processing, the Map stage locally produces intermediate key-
value pairs on each processing node. Next, a partitioner module assigns intermedi-
ate keys to reducers for processing, a task we call key partitioning. Evenly distributing
intermediate results, and thus the processing load, among the reducers corresponds
to the NP-hard problem of Minimum Makespan Scheduling [30]. Much of the previous
work on Hadoop task scheduling focuses on load balancing during the Reduce stage
[68, 31, 69, 25, 55, 45].
However, key-value pairs assigned to a particular reducer may be scattered across
some or all processing nodes and need to be transferred to the node on which this re-
ducer will run. Thus, data shuffling between the Map stage and the Reduce stage can be
the bottleneck, especially in commodity computing environments with limited network
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bandwidth. Moreover, in many applications, the intermediate result (total mapper out-
put) size is at least equal to the input size [33, 37]. This leads to the following problems.
1. Network congestion. As Chowdhury et al. [19] point out, modern data centres
often suffer from network oversubscription and congestion.
2. Job execution time. As CPU and GPU technologies advance, network bandwidth
for data shuffling can become the bottleneck in data-intensive distributed comput-
ing [52, 7]. Analysis of a week-long trace from Facebook’s Hadoop cluster con-
taining 188,000 MapReduce jobs shows that data transfer accounts for 33% of the
running time on average, and over half the running time for 26% of the jobs [19].
Thus, as data volumes increase, minimizing data transfer during the shuffle stage of
MapReduce is becoming increasingly important. This is exactly the problem we study in
this thesis. We assume that a key partitioning has been computed, e.g., by the Hadoop
Partitioner, and we answer the following question: which node should each reducer run
on to minimize data transfer? We call this problem reducer placement.
While key partitioning to balance load is NP-hard, it turns out that our problem, in
which we compute an optimal reducer placement for a given key partitioning, is solvable
in polynomial time.
1.2 Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are as follows. For multi-processor scheduling of data-
intensive tasks:
1. We define the MPDIS problem of scheduling tasks in data-intensive workloads to
optimize cache usage in multi-core settings.
2. We propose algorithms for solving the MPDIS problem using cache metrics from
the Programming Language and Compiler Research literature.
3. We experimentally show the effectiveness of proposed algorithms against baseline
algorithms using real-world based DAGs and the TPC-DS decision support bench-
mark.
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We make the following contributions for reducer scheduling for data-intensive shuf-
fling:
1. We introduce the problem of minimizing data transfer in MapReduce-style com-
putation: the reducer placement problem. We formulate two practical versions of
this problem: 1) minimizing total data transfer to reduce network congestion and
2) minimizing the maximum data transfer to any one reducer to mitigate shuffle
skew.
2. We reduce both versions of our problem to optimization problems with existing
polynomial-time solutions. We show that version 1) corresponds to Linear Sum
Assignment and version 2) corresponds to Linear Bottleneck Assignment.
3. We empirically validate our approach on real datasets and real workloads, showing
over 50 percent improvements over Hadoop’s default reducer placement [63] in
terms of total data transfer (network utilization). The improvement in maximum
data transfer was less pronounced and much more sensitive to the key distribution
and key partitioning strategy, ranging between 10 and 50 percent. This leads to a
similar improvement in the runtimes of the shuffle phase.
1.3 Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present our work
on multi-processor scheduling for data-intensive tasks. In Section 2.1, we review related
work. We formulate our scheduling problem in Section 2.2 and propose solutions in
Section 2.3. We present experimental results in Section 2.4.
In Chapter 3, we present our work on reducer scheduling for data-intensive shuffling.
In Section 3.1, we review the stages of MapReduce computation and related work on
optimizing them. We formulate our reducer placement problems in Section 3.2 and solve
them in Section 3.3. We present experimental results in Section 3.4.






DAG scheduling and multiprocessor scheduling are well-studied problems in the schedul-
ing literature. Scheduling DAGs on a single processor (or single-thread DAG schedul-
ing) has been studied in [17], however it does not provide a solution for minimizing the
distance between related tasks that require the same data item(s), which is our target
in this thesis. Multiprocessor DAG scheduling is an NP-Complete problem with only a
few exceptions. Therefore, many heuristics have been proposed to strike a balance be-
tween load balancing and cache affinity. [16] compared these heuristics empirically and
finds that Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (or HEFT) is among the best heuristics
for multiprocessor DAG scheduling, so we adopted a modified HEFT as a baseline for
comparison.
Scheduling with sequence-dependent setup times is a related topic, where the execu-
tion time of each task includes a certain setup time that is dependent on all the tasks that
have been executed up to now. However, the MPDIS problem is more complex because
the sequence of tasks executed up to now may not be sufficient to determine the contents
of the cache.
Another related topic is cache metrics in the programming language/compiler liter-
ature, used as a metric to approximate cache misses for monitoring and analyzing con-
current programs: (LRU) Stack Distance (SD) [20, 11, 46] and Reference Distance (RD)
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[54, 10]. Total Maximum Bandwidth (TMB) [8] has also been proposed, which is a modi-
fied version of RD. While our solutions are independent of the cache metric, we will use
SD in the remainder of this thesis (details in Section 2.2).
Data-intensive scheduling has been studied in the database literature, mostly in the
context of sharing scans to maximize data sharing [73, 44, 53]. For example, the coop-
erative scans strategy coordinates multiple scan requests to maximize I/O bandwidth
reuse for queries that perform concurrent (clustered index) scans [73]; and the throt-
tling strategy uses adaptive throttling of scan speeds of concurrent queries in order to
keep scans using the same index closer together [44]. Query optimization strategies have
also been proposed for this problem, such as Simultaneous Pipelining, which shares in-
termediate results of common sub-plans [53]. However, this line of research focuses on
simple/shallow dependencies where a single base table is shared by many queries, while
our solutions are designed for arbitrary DAGs.
The authors of [8] studied the SDIS problem, and proposed an optimal A* search al-
gorithm as well as several heuristics. However, the MPDIS problem was not considered.
Scheduling in Apache Spark, on the other hand, has different considerations. Given
that Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) are a fundamental data structure of Spark
that supports in-memory processing, previous work focuses on optimizing RDDs. [66]
employs fine-grained memory caching of RDD partitions; [70] considers RDD eviction
policies and proposes an algorithm for multi-stage workloads to cache the most valu-
able intermediate datasets that can be reused in the future; [24, 48] consider RDD/cache
reuse and leverage information on cached data to schedule together tasks that share data.
However, these caching-related strategies do not consider dependency graphs and rela-
tionships. On the other hand, [36] mimics the classic shortest job first scheduling policy
without knowing the job sizes in advance for MapReduce-style systems; [22] proposes
a distributed approximation of the classic Least Attained Service (LAS) scheduling pol-
icy; and [18] tackles scheduling problems in Spark Streaming by dynamically schedul-
ing parallel micro-batch jobs. However, these scheduling strategies do not exploit RDD
caching opportunities.
2.2 Problem Definition
We consider tasks with precedence constraints corresponding to data dependencies,
scheduled onto n processors. Precedence constraints are presented in the form of a di-
rected acyclic graph (DAG) G = (V, E), where each node v ∈ V represents a task and each
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directed edge e = (u, v) ∈ E represents a precedence constraint. An edge in the DAG
denotes that the data output of one task is the data input to another. A precedence con-
straint of (u, v) requires that task u has to be scheduled before task v. Optional input
could include the size of the data output of each task. In addition to fulfilling the prece-
dence constraints represented in the DAG, we will impose optimization goals on the gen-
erated ordering to avoid cache misses. Note that there could be other types of constraints
that are not focused on input/output relationships (e.g., a concurrency constraint that
two tasks have to run simultaneously). In this thesis, we focus on data-intensive tasks,
which is why we are modelling input/output relationships and precedence constraints.
However, these workflow constraints should also be checked to make sure a schedule is
valid. We leave the modelling of more constraints for future work.
We make the following assumptions:
1. We assume a shared-everything architecture, in which each processor can execute
one task at a time (we use the terms multi-core and multiprocessor interchange-
ably), and all n processors have access to a shared cache (e.g., shared RAM). We
assume homogeneous processors for simplicity.
2. We assume an LRU-based caching policy, which is realistic given that it is the basis
for caching policies in most server operating systems (e.g., Linux servers). How-
ever, we do not assume the knowledge of (available) cache size. We assume that the
input to at least one task fits in the cache to avoid external memory or out-of-core
computation.
3. We assume the tasks are data-intensive, which means that the bottleneck is load-
ing the data into the cache rather than the subsequent processing. The tasks may
be SQL queries, ETL jobs or user-defined functions. We also view tasks as atomic,
which means they run to completion and cannot be paused or migrated. In other
words, we assume non-preemptive scheduling. We also assume that each task pro-
duces its output as a whole and that a task may start when all of its input is avail-
able. That is, we focus on scheduling tasks rather than scheduling the flow of data
streams throughout the DAG.
4. As mentioned in Section 1.1, we assume a storage hierarchy with significant speed
gaps between different levels, e.g., a disk/RAM hierarchy or a HDFS/RDD hierar-
chy. We use the term cache more generally, referring to RAM/RDD-in-memory.
In our problem, a precedence constraint (u,v) indicates that the output of u is the
input to v. The intuition behind our scheduling objective is to schedule v as soon as pos-
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sible after u. The longer we wait, the more likely it is that other tasks will be scheduled,
which may require other data inputs. Thus, the longer we wait, the more likely it is that
the output of u will be evicted from an LRU cache, causing a cache miss when v runs.
To formalize this intuition, we use the notion of Stack Distance [20, 11, 46] (SD) from
the programming languages literature as a metric for data locality. The stack distance
between two accesses of a data item counts the number of other data items that were
accessed in between. We aim to minimize stack distance to maximize the chance that
the data item will still be in the cache when it is accessed again.
For example, recall the DAG in Figure 1.1 and assume the following schedule: [0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5]. The output of task 1 becomes the input to tasks 2 and 4. Thus, the output of
task 1 is referenced three times in the schedule: by task 1 at creation time, by task 2, and
by task 4. The stack distance between the first and second reference is zero: no other
tasks ran in between. The stack distance between the second and the third reference is
two: task 3 ran in between and it accessed the outputs of task 0 and 2. Thus, it is more
likely that the output of task 1 was evicted from the cache before it is needed by task 4.
Next, we define the stack distance of a schedule as the sum of the stack distances
between every pair of consecutive references to the same data item, with reference de-
noting producing the item as output or consuming the item as input. If a task references
more than one output, then we sequence these accesses in lexicographic order for com-
putation (e.g., in Figure 1.1, we assume that task 3 first accesses the output of task 0 and
then the output of task 3). Returning to Figure 1.1:
• task 0 produces output that is referenced once by task 3. In between, task 1 pro-
duced output referenced by task 2, giving a stack distance of one.
• task 1 produces output that is referenced twice (becomes the input to two down-
stream tasks), giving stack distances of zero and two, respectively, as calculated
above.
• task 2 also produces output that is referenced twice, with the corresponding stack
distances of zero (nothing runs between tasks 2 and 3), and two (task 3 additionally
references the output of task 0 and task 4 requires the output of task 1).
This gives a stack distance of 1 + 0 + 2 + 0 + 2 = 5 for the schedule [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5].
Problem 1: Single-thread Data-intensive Scheduling (SDIS). Given a DAG of tasks
with precedence constraints, produce a serial schedule that obeys the precedence con-
straints with the smallest stack distance.
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A version of SDIS was studied in [8], which only counts the stack distance between
the first and the last access of each data item. This version of SDIS was shown to be
polynomially solvable.
In this thesis, we solve the following novel problem:
Problem 2: Multi-processor Data-intensive Scheduling (MPDIS). Given a DAG
of tasks with precedence constraints and n processors in a shared-everything architec-
ture, produce a parallel schedule across the n processors that obeys the precedence con-
straints, with the smallest stack distance over a serialized representation of the parallel
schedule according to task start times (we compute stack distance over this serialized
representation since all processors access the same cache). Note that to break ties for
tasks with same start times, we can follow the ordering of processor IDs.
For example, we compute SD for the complete schedules in Figure 1.2 below. S1 [0,
1, 2, 3, 5, 4] costs 1 + 2 + 1 = 4 and S2 [0, 1, 4, 2, 3, 5] costs 1 + 0 + 1 = 2. Note that S2
has a smaller stack distance and a shorter completion time.
We remark that there exists a straightforward weighted version of Problem 2, where
instead of counting the number of other data items accessed between two references of
some data item, we count the total size of the other data items accessed. Data item sizes
can be given as edge weights in the precedence DAG.
2.3 Solutions
In this section we propose two solutions to the MPDIS problem and we discuss the base-
lines used in our experimental comparison. Our solution are online, meaning that tasks
are scheduled on-the-fly rather than being statically assigned to different processors.
2.3.1 Parallel SDIS (PS)
The first solution, Parallel SDIS, is a straightforward extension of the SDIS solution from
[8], modified to produce a static serial schedule that minimizes stack distance.
The algorithm works as follows. First, we generate a single-threaded schedule S us-
ing the existing SDIS solution. Then, whenever a processor is available, we schedule the
next task from S, call it t, on this processor. Note that if t is not schedulable at this time
(i.e., all the tasks it depends on have not yet terminated), then the processor is idle until
t becomes schedulable.
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Table 2.1: Runtime of tasks for example DAG.
Figure 2.1: DAG 1 schedule with Algorithm PS.
Figure 2.1 shows an example of Parallel SDIS on two processors using the DAG from
Figure 1.1 with computation and loading times listed in Table 2.1, and assuming the
cache can hold two data items. Here, an optimal SDIS schedule turns out to be [0, 1, 4, 2,
3, 5]. First, task 0 is scheduled on PU1 and runs cold for 51 time units. At the same time,
task 1 is scheduled on PU2 and runs cold for 11 time units. When task 1 terminates, the
next task in the SDIS schedule is task 4, which is now scheduled on PU2. Task 4 is now
schedulable (because it only relies on task 1, which just terminated), and runs hot until
time 12. At this time, the cache holds the outputs of task 1. Next up in the SDIS schedule
is task 2, which is scheduled on PU2 and runs hot until time 13. At this time, the cache
holds the output of tasks 1 and 2. Next, task 3 is scheduled on PU2, but it must wait until
task 0 terminates. Thus, task 3 begins running only at time 51 and terminates at time 52.
Also, when task 0 terminates at time 51, the last task is task 5, which is now scheduled
on PU1. Task 5 runs hot for 10 time units, terminating at time 61. The makespan (overall
completion time) of the workload in this example is thus 61.
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Figure 2.2: DAG 1 schedule with Algorithm OG.
2.3.2 Online Greedy (OG)
Notice a potential problem with the Parallel SDIS algorithm: since it uses a single-threaded
sequencing as a seed, the next task in the schedule may not yet be schedulable in parallel
with another task that is currently running. This causes some processors to be idle (e.g.,
PU2 in Figure 2.1 is idle from time 13 to time 51). To address this problem, we present
an Online Greedy (OG) algorithm. OG does not compute a single-threaded schedule be-
forehand. Instead, whenever a processor becomes available, OG chooses the next schedu-
lable task that yields the smallest SD when added to the current partial schedule (with
ties broken arbitrarily).
Figure 2.2 shows an example of OG on two processors using the DAG from Figure 1.1,
with computation and loading times listed in Table 2.1, and assuming the cache can hold
two data items. First, the only schedulable tasks are 0 and 1. Breaking ties randomly, we
assign task 0 to PU1 and task 1 to PU2, and both tasks run cold. When task 1 finishes at
time 11 and PU2 becomes free, there are now two schedulable tasks: task 2 and task 4. To
decide which task to schedule on PU2 at this time, we compute the SD of the following
partial schedules: [0,1,2] and [0,1,4]. Both are zero, so we break ties randomly. Let task
2 run on PU2.
Next, task 2 terminates at time 12 (it ran hot because the output of task 1 is in the
cache). At this time, tasks 4 and 5 are schedulable, so we compute the SD of the following
partial schedules: [0,1,2,4] equals SD of [0,1,2,5]. Both are again zero, so we break ties
randomly. Let task 4 run on PU2 (it runs hot because the output of task 2 is in the cache),
finishing at time 13. Now, task 0 is still running on PU1, so the only schedulable task
is task 5. Thus, we run task 5 on PU2. It runs hot because the output of task 2 is in the
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cache, terminating at time 23. At this time, there are no schedulable tasks, so PU2 is idle.
When task 0 terminates at time 51, the only remaining task is task 3, which runs hot until
time 52.
2.3.3 Algorithm Baselines
In our experimental evaluation, we use the following two baselines:
• B1: random scheduling, which chooses a random schedulable task whenever a
processor is available.
• B2: the HEFT algorithm, shown in [16] to be effective for scheduling DAGs of re-
lated tasks. The idea behind HEFT is to prioritize tasks based on the runtimes of
all the tasks depending on them. In our case, we set task priorities based on the
sum of the sizes of the data inputs of the tasks depending on them.
2.4 Experimental Evaluation
In this section, we present experimental results comparing our solutions and the base-
lines from Section 2.3. We start with simulation results and then present results using
an Apache Spark cluster.
2.4.1 Experiment I: Data-intensive Scheduling Simulation
Experimental Setup
We first identified three DAGs from real-world applications [12, 2, 8], and concatenated
them to create our workload, referred to as DAG1 and illustrated in Figure 2.3. The three
DAGs correspond to a network monitoring workflow [8], a NASA/IPAC image stitching
workflow called Montage [2], and an earthquake analysis workflow called CyberShake
[2]. Notice that there are no dependencies across tasks from the three concatenated
DAGs; we are modelling a workload with three independent DAGs of tasks.
In addition to DAG1, we created larger versions of it, referred to as DAG1 v2 through
DAG1 v6 in the Appendix A. DAG1 v2 in Figure A.1 horizontally duplicates DAG1; DAG1
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v3 in Figure A.2 vertically “grows” DAG1 by duplicating each level of tasks; DAG1 v4
in Figure A.3 is similar to DAG1 v3 but adds more data dependencies among the tasks;
DAG1 v5 in Figure A.4 combines horizontal and vertical duplication; and DAG1 v6 in
Figure A.5 adds more data dependencies to DAG1 v5. The number of tasks in each DAG
is presented in Table 2.2. Increasing the number of tasks correspondingly increases the
number of schedulable tasks at any point in time.
DAG) DAG1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
Size of |V| 62 113 113 113 145 145
Size of |E| 96 192 205 240 224 237
Table 2.2: Number of tasks/constraints for each DAG in simulation.
Our simulation environment, implemented in Python, has two components: cache
simulation and schedule simulation. For cache simulation, we adopted Pylru [3] for
facilitating a LRU cache. By keeping the key of the data item in the LRU cache through
a dictionary data structure, we simulate the cache contents at any given moment. The
eviction handling is managed by Pylru. Schedule simulation uses a scheduler module,
where we have implemented various scheduling algorithms for comparison. The input
parameters include the DAG, with edge weights corresponding to data sizes, the cold
and hot runtimes (defined as functions of the input data size), the cache size, and the
number of cores/processors. The simulator then schedules the tasks as prescribed by
the given scheduling algorithm, and keeps track of statistics such as the simulated disk
I/O, processor idle percentage, and the makespan, i.e., the overall completion time of the
workload.
Cache Pressure Experiments
We start by considering different cache pressure points. To do so, we set the cache size
to 20GB and we vary the input size to each task. Tasks at the first level of the DAG are set
to be ten times slower than other tasks to simulate base table updates and materialized
views over aggregated data. Based on the results of a 120GB input simulation shown
in Table 2.3, we notice that varying the number of threads does not exhibit significant
difference in terms of performance improvement of OG over the baselines, which could
be because of the limited dataset size. Therefore, for more cache pressure, we increase
the size of the data from 120GB to 840GB.
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Figure 2.3: DAG1 based on real workloads.
We report job makespan for the original DAG1 in Figure 2.4, DAG1-v2 in Figure 2.5,
DAG1-v3 in Figure 2.6, for DAG1-v4 in Figure 2.7, DAG1-v5 in Figure 2.8 and DAG1-v6
in Figure 2.9. Additionally, for the 840GB data size, we show disk I/O transfer and the
percentage of CPU idle time for each scheduling algorithm in Table 2.4.
Number of threads 1 2 4 8
Performance Gap (B1/OG) 1.95x 1.83x 1.84x 1.72x
Table 2.3: Performance gap (120GB).
Observation 1 As shown in Figure 2.4 to Figure 2.9, both baselines, B1 and B2, give
schedules with similar runtimes.
Observation 2 For DAG1, as cache pressure increases, the improvement of OG over
the baselines stabilizes around 2.3x (as shown in Figure 2.4); for DAG1-v2, the gap stabi-
lizes at 3.1x (Figure 2.5). For DAG1-v3, the gap is at 2.9x; for DAG1-v4, the gap stabilizes
around 3.2x (similar to v2); DAG1-v5 significantly increases the gap to 4.5x; DAG1-v6
stabilizes at 4.3x. The disk I/O reported in Table 2.4 corroborated with the trend.
Observation 3 From the reported CPU idle time in Table 2.4, we observe that PS
causes more CPU idleness than OG.
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Conclusion 1 In our simulations, OG improves the runtimes of DAGs up to 4.5x over
Baselines because OG generally produced schedules with less SD; the more complex the











Table 2.4: I/O transfer and CPU idle time percentage (840GB).
Figure 2.4: DAG1 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads: 4.).
2.4.2 Experiment II: Data-intensive Scheduling in Apache Spark
Experimental Setup
For Spark experiments, we used a private cluster of 8 nodes (as well as a subset of 4
nodes from this cluster) running Ubuntu. Each node is equipped with 4 Intel Xeon E5-
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Figure 2.5: DAG1-v2 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads:
4.).
Figure 2.6: DAG1-v3 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads:
4.).
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Figure 2.7: DAG1-v4 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads:
4.).
Figure 2.8: DAG1-v5 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads:
4.).
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Figure 2.9: DAG1-v6 experiments (x-axis: data size; y-axis: runtime; number of threads:
4.).
2620 2.10 GHz 6-core CPUs, 64 GB of DDR3 RAM and 2.7 TB of local storage. The cluster
runs Apache Spark 2.3.1 and Apache Hadoop 2.6 for HDFS support.
We use the TPC-DS benchmark as the dataset generator [49] with 200GB data. We
use data-intensive queries from TPC-DS benchmark identified by [8], as well as inner join
and cross join queries on top of the base tables from TPC-DS (example query in the snip-
pet below which calculate the average quantity on hand for each product name, brand,
class and category). We then insert these tasks into DAG1 from Section 2.4.1, which is
the integrated DAG from three real-world applications. We use the Spark Standalone
mode to simplify the setup and avoid the impact of cluster managers such as YARN [4].
Listing 2.1: Snippet: TPC-DS Query Q22
s e l e c t i product name , i brand , i c l a s s , i ca tegory ,
avg ( inv quant i ty on hand ) qoh
from inventory , date dim , item , warehouse
where inv da te sk = d date sk
and inv i tem sk = i i t em sk
and inv warehouse sk = w warehouse sk
and d month seq between 1176 and 1176 + 11
group by i product name , i brand , i c l a s s , i c a t ego ry
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order by qoh , i product name , i brand , i c l a s s , i c a t ego ry ;
We use a default Spark configuration and each executor is given all the cores available
on a worker by default. We experiment with two setups: in the 4-node setup, we use four
nodes in the cluster and we limit the number of concurrent tasks to 4; in the 8-node setup,
we use all 8 nodes and we limit the number of concurrent tasks to 8. We implemented the
workload as a packaged application, and included the scheduling algorithms as callable
routines in the code.
Experimental Results
We compared our algorithms, PS and OG, with the baselines, and the results are pre-
sented in Figure 2.10. For PS/OG over B1/B2, we observe an improvement of up to 1.8x:
1.31x with 2 nodes, 1.65 x with 4 nodes, and 1.81x with 8 nodes. We observe a 1.2x im-
provement of OG over PS. Also OG outperforms PS not as much as in simulation. This
can happen because the actual finishing order of tasks is not as FIFO as we assume in
simulation and system noises also contribute to common overhead.
Figure 2.10: Spark tests on various number of nodes (x-axis: algorithm; y-axis: runtime).
We also monitor the total cache misses when running different schedules. To mea-
sure this, we collect the cache misses using Linux tools on each server first, and then
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we aggregate the statistics for a final total cache misses of the system. In Figure 2.11,
we observe that PS and OG generally produce fewer cache misses than B1 and B2, for
both 4-node and 8-node Spark setups. This validates our conclusions from the simula-
tion experiments that our algorithms minimize cache misses and therefore decrease the
completion time of DAGs of data-intensive tasks.
Figure 2.11: Parallel Spark tests: total cache misses (x-axis: algorithm; y-axis: miss
count).
Conclusion 2 PS and OG outperform the Baselines in our Spark experiments, with
OG giving slightly better schedules than PS. This is what we expected based on our
simulation, and we explained the results in the observations above.
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Chapter 3
Reducer Scheduling for Data-intensive
Shuffling
3.1 Related Work
A MapReduce job is automatically divided into a group of map tasks and a group of
reduce tasks. When computation starts, it enters the Map stage. Many map tasks (map-
pers) run in parallel, each one consuming data residing locally on the node on which
it is running. Mappers generate intermediate key-value pairs and write them to local
storage. Partitioners then perform key partitioning, i.e., assigning a group of intermedi-
ate keys to each reducer for processing. Next, in the Shuffle stage, intermediate results,
i.e., key-value pairs generated by the mappers, are sent to the corresponding reducers.
Finally, reduce tasks run in parallel, applying reducer code to the intermediate results
assigned to them to produce the final output.
We now discuss related work on optimizing the MapReduce framework. While there
are various possible optimization objectives (e.g., fairness, response time, availability,
energy efficiency) [63], we focus on work involving data locality, which directly impacts
data transfer. By data locality, we refer to the proximity of computation to data source.
Instead of moving large data to computation which causes data transfer, we want to
move the computation close to where the required data is.
Once a MapReduce job is submitted, user-level and job-level scheduling algorithms
(e.g., Hadoop default, Fair and Capacity schedulers) perform resource allocation and
management for this user and job. There are two schedulers that take data locality into
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account. Delay scheduling delays some users’ jobs if the nodes which are currently idle
do not have the data required by these jobs [71]. Quincy [38] is another attempt to bal-
ance data locality and fairness for concurrent jobs by representing jobs as flow networks
and finding the minimum flow cost. In this thesis, we consider different objectives and
different granularity (reduce tasks of the same job vs. concurrent jobs from different
users).
Next, map tasks are generated and scheduled. Similar to Delay scheduling, Match-
Making [34] may delay map tasks until the nodes that have the required data are idle.
BAlance-Reduce (BAR) [40] considers data locality while optimizing for completion time.
Locality for mapper placement has also been studied in [32] and modelled as a linear as-
signment problem. We do not address mapper scheduling in this thesis.
The next stage concerns reduce task scheduling, which consists of two problems we
mentioned earlier: key partitioning to assign groups of intermediate keys to reducers,
and reducer placement to decide which reducer will run on which node. The default
Hadoop partitioner uses hashing, but users may also write customized partitioner code.
Furthermore, there is prior work on approximate algorithms for the NP-hard problem
of optimal key partitioning to balance reducer load; see, e.g., [68, 55, 45, 25].
Given a key partitioning, the next step is to place the reducers on the nodes in the
cluster, which is the problem we want to solve. In Hadoop, reducers are placed randomly
on lightly-utilized nodes without considering data locality. The closest work to ours is
the Center-of-gravity (CoGRS) algorithm [33]. When a node becomes free, this algorithm
gives preference to reduce tasks for which most of the key-value pairs are already on
this node. While this strategy reduces data transfer, we formalize and optimally solve
the problem of minimizing data transfer.
3.2 Problem Definition
Suppose we have a cluster of n servers performing MapReduce-style processing. Sup-
pose the Map stage has terminated and let K jk be the number of intermediate key-value
pairs for key k generated by the mapper(s) running on server j. Suppose some key par-
titioning algorithm produced a partition of the intermediate key space consisting of n
key groups: G1, G2, . . . , Gn. Let Gi be the key group assigned to reducer i.
A single server may run multiple reducers, perhaps as many as the number of cores.
In other words, any key group Gi can be assigned to multiple reducers running in parallel
on the same server. Since we are interested in minimizing data transfer, all we need to
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know is which keys will be processed at which server. Thus, in this thesis, key groups
are assigned to servers and the number of “reducers” implicitly equals n.
Let C be an n× n data communication cost matrix, whose (i, j)th entry, denoted cij, is
the communication cost assuming we place the ith reducer (which is responsible for key
group Gi) on the jth server. In the simplest case, we can count the number of key-value
pairs required by the ith reducer, namely those corresponding to the keys in Gi, which




In this thesis, we want to find optimal reducer placements. We represent a reducer




1 if reducer i is assigned to server j
0 otherwise
}
The first version of the reducer placement problem is to minimize the total data com-
munication cost to reduce network congestion. Formally, we want to compute a reducer

















xij = 1 (j = 1, 2, ..., n)
xij ∈ 0, 1 (i, j = 1, 2, ..., n).
The second version is to minimize the maximum data communication cost for any
one server to mitigate shuffle skew. Formally, we want to compute a reducer placement







1For datacenters with heterogeneous network architectures, the number of key-value pairs that need
to be transferred can be weighted by the distance or link speed between the two machines.
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Figure 3.1: An example of an intermediate key distribution over four servers.
subject to the same constraints as above.
We conclude this section with a simple example. Figure 3.1 shows a distribution of
intermediate keys generated by the Map stage on four servers. We use the notation “G1:
N” to say that N key-value pairs from key group G1 were generated on a given server.
The corresponding cost matrix is shown below.
12 9 12 15
9 21 18 24
15 12 9 18
18 21 15 18

For example, c11 = 12 is the data communication cost of processing key group G1 on
server 1. Four key-value pairs for G1 are already on server 1, but the remaining 12 must
be transferred to server 1 from the other three servers.
Consider the reducer placement [1, 3, 4, 2], i.e., reducer 1 is placed on server 1, reducer
2 is placed on server 3, reducer 4 is placed on server 3 and reducer 2 is placed on server
4. The total data communication cost is c11 + c23 + c34 + c42 = 12 + 18 + 18 + 21 = 69.
The maximum communication cost per-reducer is 21. On the other hand, the reducer
placement [3, 1, 2, 4] has a lower total communication cost of 51 and a maximum com-
munication cost per-reducer of 18.
Note: computing optimal reducer placements is important only if there is skew in
the distribution of key groups after the Map tasks are finished, i.e., if the numbers in a
particular row of the cost matrix are different. In the above example, if it were true that
c11 = c12 = c13 = c14, then the communication cost of reducer 1 would be there same
regardless of where it was placed.
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3.3 Solutions
This section presents our solutions to the two reducer placement problems defined in
Section 3.2. We require an n× n communication cost matrix C as input, meaning that we
need to know the intermediate key distribution on each of the n servers. Fortunately, a
variety of keyspace summarization techniques for MapReduce-like systems exist, using
sampling [55, 62], histograms [31, 39], sketches [68, 69], etc. The output is a reducer
placement matrix X.
3.3.1 DataSum: Minimizing Total Data Transfer
Our first problem corresponds to Linear Sum Assignment which can be solved optimally
in polynomial time using the so-called Hungarian algorithm [14], with a time complexity
of O(n3). Our solution, named DataSum, is shown in Algorithm 1; however, there exist
more time-efficient algorithms for the linear sum assignment problem that may be used
instead [26, 27]. We adopted the Hungarian algorithm since it is a classic approach upon
which many newer algorithms are based, and it is a lightweight implementation. Given
that in practice the number of reducers should be near the number of nodes multiplied
by the maximum number of containers per node, it is small enough that the Hungarian
algorithm suffices.
The DataSum algorithm exploits the following property: if a number is added to
or subtracted from all entries of any one row or column in C, then an optimal solution
for the modified matrix is the same as that for the original cost matrix C. To obtain a
solution, the algorithm keeps adding or subtracting entries in C until all the zeros can
be covered by n straight horizontal or vertical lines. When that happens, an optimal
solution consists of n zero-cells in the modified matrix, such that no two zeros lie in the
same row or column, and is returned in line 11 of the algorithm.
We give a worked example of DataSum using the following cost matrix:
4 3 4 5
3 7 6 8
5 4 3 6
6 7 5 6

First, DataSum subtracts 3 from all entries in row 1, 3 from all entries in row 2, 3 from
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1 Input: an n× n cost matrix Cij;
2 foreach i in [1, n] (i.e. for each row of C) do
3 Subtract the smallest entry in the ith row of C from all entries in this row;
4 end
5 foreach j in [1, n] (i.e. for each column of C) do
6 Subtract the smallest entry in the jth column of C from all entries in this
column;
7 end
8 while true do
9 Cover the zero cost entries in C with L straight (horizontal or vertical) lines;
10 if L == n then
11 return an optimal assignment in C;
12 p = smallest cij not covered by any line;
13 Subtract p from each row that is not yet covered by any straight line;
14 Add p to each column covered by a straight line;
15 end
Algorithm 1: DataSum.
all entries in row 3, and 5 from all entries in row 4. This gives the following matrix:
1 0 1 2
0 4 3 5
2 1 0 3
1 2 0 1

Next, the algorithm subtracts 0 from all entries in column 1, 2 and 3, and 1 from all
entries in column 4, giving the following matrix:
1 0 1 1
0 4 3 4
2 1 0 2
1 2 0 0

We can now cover all zeros in this matrix with four straight lines: one horizontal
line through each row, or equivalently, one vertical line through each column. The only
possible set of four zero-cells in this matrix, no two of which lie in the same row or
column, is: c12, c21, c33 and c44. This corresponds to an optimal reducer placement of
[2, 1, 3, 4], with a total data transfer of 3 + 3 + 3 + 6 = 15.
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3.3.2 DataMax: Minimizing Maximum Data Transfer
Our second problem corresponds to Linear Bottleneck Assignment which can also be
solved in polynomial time by a variety of existing algorithms. Our solution, referred to
as DataMax is shown in Algorithm 2.
We use a simple threshold algorithm [15] which consists of two stages (see [23] for a
more efficient augmenting-path algorithm). We adopt this algorithm because it is more
lightweight and straightforward, and for a practical number of reducers in a Hadoop
system, it is sufficiently efficient. In the first stage, a threshold cost value c∗ is chosen.
In the second stage, a threshold cost matrix C̄[c∗] is defined for that threshold based on




1, if cij > c∗
0, otherwise
}
The algorithm then checks whether a reducer placement with zero total cost exists for
C̄[c∗]. To do so, the insight is that linear assignment problems are instances of bipartite
graph perfect matching, where for graph G(V, E), a perfect matching PM ⊂ E exists if every
vertex is incident to exactly one edge in PM. Thus, the algorithm defines a bipartite
graph G[c∗](V, E) which has an edge [i, j] ∈ E iff cij ≤ c∗, for a given threshold cost
value c∗. A perfect matching in this graph implies that a zero-cost reducer placement
exists in C̄[c∗], which in turn gives an optimal solution for the original cost matrix C.
The time complexity of DataMax isO(T(n) log n) where T(n) is the time complexity
of checking for a perfect match. In our implementation, we use the Hopcroft-Karp al-
gorithm [35] with time complexity ofO(n2.5) for dense graphs (common in MapReduce
jobs whose intermediate results are scattered across the cluster, leaving the cost matrix
with few zeros).
We now give a worked example of DataMax on the same cost matrix as the one used
in the worked example of DataSum. We show the matrix again below for convenience.
4 3 4 5
3 7 6 8
5 4 3 6
6 7 5 6

At the beginning, we have c∗0 = 3 and c∗1 = 8. The median of all cij within the range
[c∗0 , c
∗
1 ] is c
∗ = 6. This gives the following threshold matrix, C̄[6], which translates to the
bipartite graph in Figure 3.2.
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1 Input: an n× n cost matrix C;
2 c∗0 ← min cij, c∗1 ← max cij;
3 if c∗0 6= c∗1 then
4 while C∗ = {cij|c∗0 < cij < c∗1} 6= ∅ do
5 c∗ ←median of C∗;
6 if a perfect matching exists in G[c∗] then
7 c∗1 ← c∗
8 else
9 c∗0 ← c∗
10 end
11 end
12 if G[c∗0 ] not checked for perfect matching then
13 if a perfect matching exists in G[c∗0 ] then
14 c∗1 ← c∗
15 return a perfect matching in G[c∗1 ];
16 else




Figure 3.2: Bipartite graph for C̄[6].

0 0 0 0
0 1 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0

There is a perfect match in this graph (highlighted in blue) so we update c∗1 ← c∗ = 6.
The new c∗ is 5, from which we generate a new threshold matrix, C̄[5], shown below and
the corresponding bipartite graph shown in Figure 3.3.
0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1
1 1 0 1

Again, there exists a perfect matching (highlighted in blue), and we update c∗1 ←
c∗ = 5. The new c∗ is 4 which leads to C̄[4] and the corresponding bipartite graph in
Figure 3.4. 
0 0 0 1
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 1

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Figure 3.3: Bipartite graph for C̄[5].
Table 3.1: Dataset details.
Dataset Source Size Key
New York Times UCI ML Repo. 958MB docID
PubMed UCI ML Repo. 7.3GB docID
There is no perfect matching in Figure 3.4, so we update c∗0 ← c∗ = 4. For c∗0 = 4 and
c∗1 = 5, there is no value that falls in this range (that is, C
∗ = {cij|c∗0 < cij < c∗1} = ∅),
so the while-loop terminates. The final assignment uses a threshold of 5, corresponding
to the perfect matching illustrated in Figure 3.3. Thus, we get the following reducer
placement: [4,1,2,3]. The maximum data transfer per reducer is 5.
3.4 Experimental Evaluation
This section presents our experimental results using a private cluster of 16 nodes (as well
as a subset of 8 nodes from this cluster) running CentOS 6.4. Each node is equipped
with 4 Intel Xeon E5-2620 2.10 GHz 6-core CPUs, 64 GB of DDR3 RAM and 2.7 TB of
local storage. The cluster runs Apache Hadoop 1.2.1.
To test DataSum and DataMax against native Hadoop strategies, we use the TeraSort
benchmark from the native Hadoop distribution, available at sortbenchmark.org. TeraSort
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Figure 3.4: Bipartite graph for C̄[4].
is an external sort and is known to be shuffle-intensive. We use two real datasets de-
scribed in Table 3.1, New York Times (NYT) and PubMed, and available at [5]. Both of
these datasets consist of documents, and, for sorting, we use document IDs (docIDs) as
intermiediate keys. Document IDs are not primary keys: there may be many records
with the same docID. Both datasets have skewed distribution of the docIDs; i.e., some
docIDs are much more frequent than others.
Since our cluster resides on a single rack and all the network links have the same
speed, we calculate cost matrices using the simple method mentioned in Section 3.2, i.e.,
by counting the number of key-value pairs that need to be transferred.
3.4.1 Experiment I: Minimizing total data transfer
For this set of experiments, our methodology is as follows. First, we load the datasets
into the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and compute the distribution of keys
locally stored on each server. We then run the Map stage of the TeraSort benchmark fol-
lowed by key partitioning, which is done by the custom sampling-based tree partitioner
included in TeraSort. At this point, we have the key distribution for each server and the
key groups, which allows us to compute the cost matrix. Next, we proceed to the Reduce
stage and extract the reducer placement used by standard Hadoop from the Hadoop log
file. Finally, we compute our reducer placements using DataSum and DataMax, and we
calculate data transfer incurred by each strategy from the cost matrix. Thus, we are not
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calculating the actual data transfer that took place during the MapReduce job, but rather
we are estimating it based on the actual key distribution and the actual key partitioning.
We use the New York Times and PubMed datasets, and we use the full 16-node cluster
and an 8-node subset. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show the results for New York Times using
8 and 16 servers, respectively. Figures 3.5c and 3.5d show the results for PubMed. The
Y axis shows the total data transfer across all the reducers. We include all three tested
algorithms, keeping in mind that only DataSum optimizes for total data transfer.
We conclude that:
• DataSum reduces the total data transfer by at least 50 percent in all tested scenarios com-
pared to Hadoop. Notably, proper key partitioning alone (performed by the custom TeraSort
partitioner) can still lead to high data transfer costs, which can be minimized by applying
our reducer placement techniques.
• Not surprisingly, DataMax gives reducer placements that have higher total data transfer
than those of DataSum, but is still better than Hadoop.
3.4.2 Experiment II: Minimizing max. data transfer per-server
Here, we again use the New York Times and PubMed datasets and the same methodol-
ogy as in the previous experiment. Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show the results for New York
Times, and Figures 3.6c and 3.6d show the results for PubMed (8 and 16 servers, respec-
tively). In this experiment, the Y axis shows the maximum data transfer per server.
Interestingly, DataMax reduced the maximum data transfer per server compared to
Hadoop only by 10-12 percent. Upon further inspection, we found that the combina-
tion of key distribution across the servers and key partitioning was to blame. Many key
groups created by the TeraSort partitioner contained a small number of frequent keys
which were localized to a small number of servers (between one and three). However,
three key groups included key-value pairs that were scattered nearly-uniformly across
nearly every server. Thus, no matter which nodes were assigned these three key groups
for processing, the data transfer costs were approximately equal since there was no sin-
gle node that locally stored a majority of the required key-value pairs. As a result, one of
these three key groups always had nearly the same maximum per-reducer data transfer
(within 10 or so percent), regardless of reducer placement. This explains the results in
Figures 3.6a through 3.6d.
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We hypothesized that DataMax would perform better than Hadoop on the Tera-
Sort benchmark if the key distribution or the partitioner were different. For example,
if each key group had a “preferred” server and no key group had key-value pairs uni-
formly scattered across all servers, then DataMax would be much more likely than stan-
dard Hadoop to find those preferred servers. To test this hypothesis, we modified the
PubMed dataset by deleting the keys which were previously scattered uniformly across
all servers.
Figure 3.7a shows the total data transfer and Figure 3.7b shows the maximum per-
server data transfer of each of the three tested techniques using the modified datasets.
DataMax computes similar reducer placements as DataSum, and both of our techniques
reduce the total and maximum data transfer by about 50 percent compared to Hadoop.
This is likely the best-case scenario for our algorithms given the PubMed dataset and the
TeraSort benchmark (including the custom TeraSort partitioner).
Based on the results in this section, we conclude that:
• The relative improvement of DataMax versus Hadoop in terms of maximum data transfer
per-server is sensitive to the distribution of intermediate keys and the key partitioning.
With the default data placement on HDFS and the TeraSort partitioner, the improvement
was only 10 percent. With a modified PubMed dataset, the best-case improvement was
about 50 percent.
3.4.3 Experiment III: Job runtimes in a Hadoop cluster
In this experiment, we implement our schedulers in Hadoop 1.2.1, and study how they
impact MapReduce runtimes. We use the default TeraSort benchmark from Hadoop
distribution, over both the original and a modified PubMed, all tested on 8 nodes of the
cluster. We define job completion time as the total runtime and shuffle time as the time
between the finish time of the last shuffle and the beginning of the first reduce task.
We compare DataSum and DataMax with the default Hadoop scheduler (JobQueue-
TaskScheduler, essentially a FIFO random strategy). Cost matrices are computed offline
in this experiment.
Figure 3.8a and Figure 3.8b plot the TeraSort completion times (blue bars) and shuffle
times (green bars) on original PubMed and modified PubMed, respectively. We observe
that:
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• For the original PubMed, our techniques improve shuffle runtimes by around 10 percent
and job completion times by about 6 percent over standard Hadoop. This is consistent with
the 10 percent improvement in maximum data transfer per server from Section 3.4.2.
• For the modified more skewed PubMed from Section 3.4.3, our techniques can further im-
prove the shuffle time by around 24 percent. Thus, DataSum and DataMax can substan-
tially reduce network utilization and also reduce job runtimes (depending on the skew in
the key distribution).
3.4.4 Experiment IV: Efficiency and scalability of computing optimal
reducer placements
The cost of the improvements in network utilization and job runtimes, of course, is that
we need to keep track of the key distribution and run our algorithms. In the final experi-
ment, we compute the running time of DataSum and DataMax on random cost matrices
of various sizes. We implemented stand-alone versions of these algorithms in Java, and
ran them on the login node of the cluster. Figure 3.9a and Figure 3.9b show the average
running time (over three runs) as a function of n, the number of servers and therefore also
the number rows and columns in the cost matrices. DataMax is simpler and therefore
faster than DataSum, but both can compute optimal reducer placements for thousands
of servers within a second.
We reiterate that there are several ways to improve performance which we will in-
vestigate in future work: by optimizing our implementations, or by using more efficient
and/or distributed algorithms for the corresponding linear assignment problems. Ad-
ditionally, we can estimate cost matrices early, even before the Map stage terminates, to
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In this thesis, we address the problem of data-intensive scheduling. More specifically,
we tackle two problems with data-intensive characteristics: multi-processor scheduling
for data-intensive tasks, and reducer scheduling for data-intensive shuffling.
In Chapter 2, we defined the MPDIS problem of scheduling a DAG of data-intensive
tasks on multiple processors. We defined the problem based on the notion of stack dis-
tance from the programming languages literature. We proposed and experimentally
evaluated heuristic algorithms to optimize for less cache misses and smaller completion
time.
In Chapter 3, we solved a scheduling problem in the context of MapReduce-style pro-
cessing. We showed how to assign reducers to processing servers in a way that 1) min-
imizes the total data transfer or 2) minimizes the maximum data transfer per-reducer.
We provided optimal polynomial-time solutions for these problems by reducing them
to existing optimization problems: Linear Sum Assignment and Linear Bottleneck As-
signment, respectively. Our experimental results showed over 50-percent improvements
in network utilization (total data transfer) over standard Hadoop. The improvement in
maximum data transfer per-server was less pronounced and more sensitive to the key
distribution and key partitioning, and ranged from 10 percent to a best-case of 50 per-
cent; this led to a similar improvement in shuffle runtimes.
We suggest three directions for future work. First, for data-intensive task schedul-
ing, we assumed a shared-everything architecture, in which multiple processors share a
cache. In future work, we will study different versions of the MPDIS problem for shared-
nothing settings. The additional complexity will be to partition the workload in a way
that allows each partition to schedule its workload in a cache-friendly way. Second, for
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data-intensive shuffling scheduling, we can combine key partitioning and reducer place-
ment and investigate pareto-optimal solutions with respect to their load balancing and
communication cost. Finally, we plan to study reducer placement for workflows of mul-
tiple MapReduce jobs, where the key-value pairs required by a reducer of some job may
have already been computed on some node during a previous job (e.g., a maintenance
job that is executed periodically).
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Figure A.1: DAG1-v2 based on expanded DAG1 (horizontal expansion).
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Figure A.2: DAG1-v3 based on expanded DAG1 (vertical expansion).
Figure A.3: DAG1-v4 based on expanded DAG1 (horizontal expansion with cross edges).
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Figure A.4: DAG1-v5 based on expanded DAG1 (vertical + horizontal expansion).
Figure A.5: DAG1-v6 based on expanded DAG1 (vertical + horizontal with cross edges).
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